
Sweetheart 551 

Chapter 551: young master mu, you’re wrong. the one who seduced your sister is chen xiluo 

 

if young master mu knew that his sister, whom he had protected so well, had actually been kidnapped 

by a male model … 

he would definitely fly into a rage! 

chen xiluo’s ending … would definitely be extremely miserable! 

mu yichen frowned ever so slightly upon hearing this. he appeared to be slightly surprised. 

because of his shock, he relaxed his grip a little. 

luo chenxi seized the opportunity to push him away and hid behind mu weiwei. 

mu yichen’s expression turned even colder. he wanted very much to capture this restless little woman. 

however, when he saw lu zheqing, he paused and turned to look at the boy kneeling on the ground. 

lu zheqing met mu yichen’s gaze. a hint of satisfaction flashed through his heart. 
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today, chen xiluo had tormented him so badly that he had lost all his face. he must take revenge! 

and now was the chance! 

chen xiluo was such a low-class person, yet he still wanted to fight with him? 

just wait for young master mu to deal with him! 

he was full of anticipation that mu yichen would drag chen xiluo out on the spot, but who knew that mu 

yichen would only stare at him with a cold gaze? 

“who are you?” 

“i … i’m the eldest son of the lu family. my name is lu zheqing, young master mu. it’s an honor to meet 

…” 

lu zheqing quickly introduced himself. 

however, she was interrupted by mu yichen before she could finish her sentence. 

” very good. the lu family is really bold now. they’re already in such a dire state, yet they still don’t know 

their place. they even dare to bully the mu family! ” 

lu zheqing’s mouth was wide open in confusion. ” ah? but … but … young master mu, you’re mistaken. 

the one who seduced your sister is chen xiluo, not me …” 

on the other hand, mu yichen continued to speak as if he did not hear what tang wulin said. 



…”you even dared to hurt my people. it’s been a long time since anyone dared to provoke the mu family 

like this! it was really very good! if i don’t properly repay you and the lu family behind you, others might 

think that the mu family is easy to bully!” 

“no… no! it wasn’t! i didn’t provoke the mu clan. the one who provoked the mu clan was chen xiluo …” 

…”guards! drag this young master lu out and entertain him well. then, tell his parents to come to me 

personally.” 

“no! no, let me go, let me go! young master mu, i really didn’t … didn’t do anything rude to young miss 

mu. i … although i’m pursuing her, i haven’t even touched a finger of hers. chen xiluo is the … wuwu!” 

brother liang and a few other bodyguards came forward and restrained lu zheqing, dragging him out. 

lu zheqing struggled with all his might and even shouted loudly, trying to explain. 

mu yichen was getting impatient listening to her. he frowned and made a hand gesture. 

brother liang immediately reached out and pressed on both sides of lu zheqing’s cheeks, removing his 

chin. 

this time, lu zheqing couldn’t utter a complete sentence no matter how he shouted. he could only be 

dragged out. 

the banquet hall was suddenly silent. 

all the students present were shocked by young master mu’s methods. 

even though many of them were born into rich and powerful families, they were still young after all. 

they had never seen such a domineering person like mu yichen. 

those who had mocked mu weiwei in school before were all trembling at this moment. 

it turned out that not only was young master mu handsome, but he was also terrifying when he was 

angry … 

the no. 1 wealthy family was indeed the no. 1 wealthy family. even the young master of the lu family 

was no different from a beggar on the roadside in the eyes of young master mu. 

mu yichen turned around and looked at luo chenxi. ” come with me! ” 

Chapter 552: looking for a husband, you have to find one like this! 

 

luo chenxi was still feeling happy in secret when she saw lu zheqing’s misfortune earlier. 

this shameless scumbag had bullied her weiwei and even dared to use underhanded means on her. this 

time … he was really getting his retribution, right? 

he really should! 

young master mu is really awesome! 



looking for a husband, you have to find one like this! 

before luo chenxi could finish gloating, she heard mu yichen’s icy cold voice ringing in her ears. 

she suddenly raised her head. 

the man’s dark eyes were staring at her. 

that feeling … was especially dangerous. 
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luo chenxi felt a little uneasy. she coughed drily.”cough! young master mu, you’ve come at the right 

time. also, thank you for being able to distinguish right from wrong and not listening to lu zheqing’s 

slander. lu zheqing has been bullying weiwei. it’s time to teach him a lesson!” 

“uh, that’s all for today, i should go too …” 

as luo chenxi was speaking, she sneaked backward in an attempt to hide further away. 

however, how could mu yichen possibly let her escape? 

he strode over and grabbed luo chenxi’s wrist. he pulled her out of the banquet hall. ” you still want to 

run? come with me!” 

“no, no, no… young master mu, calm down. i didn’t do anything bad!” 

“heh, you think i’ll believe you?” 

“really, really! you … can you let me go first?” 

under the gaze of so many people, she was being held by young master mu and dragged away … 

it was so awkward, so awkward … 

to make matters worse, mu yichen had just seen her having a fencing competition with lu zheqing. he 

must still be in a fit of anger. if she was caught by him … 

who knew what kind of brutal “punishment” he would receive! 

luo chenxi turned her head around in a hurry and pleaded for mu weiwei’s help with her eyes. 

for the sake of her idol, mu weiwei naturally disregarded everything else and chased after the two of 

them. 

“big brother, big brother! calm down! let go of brother hilo! he really couldn’t be blamed for what 

happened today! if you dare to hurt him, i … i’ll cut off our sibling relationship!” 

luo chenxi’s cold sweat was dripping onto the ground. 

not only did mu weiwei’s words not save her life, but it was also like adding fuel to the fire! 

as expected, mu yichen’s expression turned even gloomier upon hearing her words. 

very good! 



his sister was going to sever ties with him for a man. 

this stupid woman still dared to say that she didn’t attract bees and butterflies? 

did she think he was blind and didn’t see the adoring gazes of so many girls in the banquet hall? 

mu yichen walked quickly. he pulled luo chenxi into the elevator and locked mu weiwei outside. 

luo chenxi was in despair as soon as the elevator door closed. 

sure enough, only their little dumpling could have some use as an amulet. 

mu weiwei, his younger sister, was of no use! 

the elevator soon stopped. 

when mu yichen saw that there was no one around, he acted even more fearlessly. he lifted her up 

directly despite her struggle. 

he tossed luo chenxi onto the bed after he entered the presidential suite. 

luo chenxi spoke nervously, ” um … that … hubby, dear, let me explain … ” 

“explain? it’s no use no matter how you explain!” 

mu yichen was furious when he recalled the scene he saw when he entered the room earlier. 

“do you still remember what i said? eh? what did you promise me when you left? hmm?” 

luo chenxi took a glance at the man before her again. 

in the end, he felt that it was better to admit his mistake humbly, as the possibility of survival was higher 

… 

” i’m sorry, hubby. i was wrong. i shouldn’t have been home by 10. but, uh, i just forgot to look at the 

time. i definitely didn’t mean it … ” 

Chapter 553: i only have you in my eyes 

 

luo chenxi took a glance at young master mu again while she was explaining herself. 

mu yichen crossed his arms before his chest and looked down at her from above. there was no 

expression on his face, but his cold and sharp black eyes were casting a sidelong glance at her. 

luo chenxi was sweating. 

young master mu seemed to be quite angry! 

she had already called him hubby, yet she was still angry? 

this didn’t make sense! 



she had no choice but to continue. ” um … cough cough … also, i definitely didn’t attract any bees and 

butterflies. i’ll send four! ” 

“as you can see, i was with weiwei the whole night. i definitely didn’t look at any other man! i only have 

you in my eyes. after all, after seeing someone as handsome as you, other men are all ugly and unsightly 

in my eyes!” 

luo chenxi was ready to risk everything. in order not to be tortured for another seven days and seven 

nights, she did not even care about her face anymore. she had said all sorts of mushy words. 
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after he finished speaking, he looked at young master mu with a sincere expression. 

even she was almost conquered by her own acting skills! 

when mu yichen heard this, he felt as if someone was tickling the tip of his heart. 

although he knew that this little woman was deliberately saying these nice things to avoid punishment, 

he could not deny that these sweet words were to his liking. 

luo chenxi observed mu yichen’s expression and noticed that he was showing signs of easing up. 

she quickly continued,”alright, everything has been explained. it’s a misunderstanding, it’s all a 

misunderstanding!” we can go down now, right …” 

as she spoke, she moved to the edge of the bed. 

however, before her feet could touch the floor, the man’s tall figure suddenly approached. 

she felt a tight grip around her waist, and she was lifted up again and thrown back onto the bed! 

“i’ll … go!” 

luo chenxi blurted out. 

mu yichen got on the bed right away and inched closer to her slowly. 

a strong and oppressive male aura approached. 

luo chenxi could only support herself on the bed continuously while she shifted her butt backward a 

little. 

however, after moving for a while, her back hit the wooden board at the head of the bed. 

mu yichen lowered his gaze and looked at the petite woman who was enveloped in his embrace. hmm?” 

“no, no, you heard wrong!” luo chenxi shook her head like a rattle-drum. ” i said earlier that i’m going to 

the toilet. i … i want to go to the toilet … ” 

“you want to go to the toilet?” mu yichen raised his eyebrows. ” really? ” 

luo chenxi replied in all seriousness,”it’s true. of course, it’s true. it’s more real than a pearl!” get out of 

the way, don’t you know that people have three things to do? hurry up and let me release it!” 



“i see …” 

mu yichen swept a glance at her. he propped his arms up and lifted his body. 

as he moved, his shirt tightened, revealing the lines of his muscles under the thin shirt. 

luo chenxi could not help but take a few more glances at him. she did not forget to continue, ” “thank 

you, hubby. you’re so considerate!” 

she wanted to sit up. 

however, mu yichen held her shoulder and pushed her back the moment she moved. 

luo chenxi fell heavily onto the soft mattress. 

“mu yichen, what are you doing? didn’t i tell you that i’m going to the toilet? didn’t you hear me?” 

mu yichen sensed her gaze. he reached out and unbuttoned the top few buttons. 

the corners of his mouth lifted slightly, and he said unhurriedly, ” i heard you. ” 

luo chenxi’s gaze swept across his faintly discernible pectoral muscles uncontrollably. she gulped. ” then 

… then please get up quickly and let me go … ” 

“when did i say … i’m letting you go?” 

Chapter 554: stupid woman, even our tang tang doesn’t wet the bed anymore, how can you be so 

shameless? 

 

the smile on mu yichen’s face was tinged with a hint of evil. 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment before she felt a little angry. 

“i already said, i … i need to pee! hurry up and let me get up!” 

she raised her hand and pushed mu yichen’s chest twice. 

the man didn’t move. he smirked. ” stupid woman, do you think i’m as stupid as you? if i told you to get 

up, you would definitely run out of the door. what’s wrong with you?” 

luo chenxi’s smile froze on her face. ” you’re wrong. i … i really want to go to the toilet. i’m serious … ” 

young master mu actually saw through her trick at a glance. 

it was getting harder and harder to deceive! 

what was worse was that she was actually lying to mu yichen. her purpose was just as he had said-she 

wanted to seize the opportunity to slip away. 
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however, it was also true that she had not gone to the washroom since she entered the ball. 



it was fine if he didn’t mention it, but now that he kept mentioning it, she really felt … suffocated. 

luo chenxi’s face alternated between green and white. 

she pushed mu yichen away even harder. ” let go of me! i really want to go! if you don’t leave, i’ll … i’ll 

…” 

“you’ll what? wet the bed? stupid woman, even our tang tang doesn’t wet the bed anymore. how can 

you be so shameless?” 

luo chenxi was exasperated. 

what kind of person was this? he didn’t even let her go to the toilet! 

mu yichen stared at her petite, angry face. the anger in his heart had yet to dissipate. 

‘damn, stupid woman!’ 

he still didn’t know what he did wrong, and he still had the nerve to act pitiful here. 

at the thought of this, he pressed himself against luo chenxi’s body once again. he grabbed her wrist 

with one hand to stop her feeble struggle while he lifted her chin with the other hand to force her to 

look at him. 

“stop talking nonsense! first, tell me clearly, why did you have a fencing competition with that lu? i’ve 

realized that you’ve really become more capable. you dare to fight with a man who has received formal 

training! and he’s not even wearing a fencing suit!” 

luo chenxi felt even more guilty when she met his furious gaze. 

he knew that he couldn’t avoid this topic today. 

she could only admit her mistake. ” i’m sorry, hubby … i admit that i was too impulsive. however, you 

didn’t see the situation at that time! this scumbag cheated on weiwei’s feelings and even got weiwei’s 

best friend to humiliate her! he even said that wei wei could only find a pretty boy who didn’t know 

anything as her boyfriend! as your sister-in-law, how can i let a woman talk about your sister like that!” 

“if i don’t accept the challenge, where will the mu family put their face?” 

her little face was tense, and her expression was filled with indignation. 

she blinked her eyes. ” am i right, hubby? ” 

“yes … you’re absolutely right!” 

luo chenxi’s petite face stiffened slightly when she was retorted by mu yichen. 

mu yichen stared at her and spoke in an unpleasant tone,”so what if they provoked us? we don’t care 

about the mu family’s face! is it more important than your safety? how much was face worth? are you 

an idiot? why would i be with such a stupid woman like you?” 

luo chenxi was moved to tears when she heard the first half of the story. 

as he heard the last part, his face gradually darkened. 



this man … did he even know how to talk? 

which part of her was stupid? 

luo chenxi said in an unconvinced manner,”there’s no problem with my safety. i accepted lu zheqing’s 

challenge because i know my own standard.” when i was studying in country Y, i specialized in fencing. 

i’m pretty good at it … and didn’t i win in the end?” 

Chapter 555: mu yichen seized the opportunity to teach her a lesson … 

 

luo chenxi raised her chin. she sounded a little smug as she spoke. 

“did you see lu zheqing’s expression just now? this is too funny! actually, i did it on purpose just now. it 

wasn’t a coincidence! who told him to use that kind of crooked brain? don’t blame me for giving him an 

eye for an eye!” 

mu yichen could not help grinding his teeth in anger when he saw that she was still smiling. 

he unbuttoned her collar, lowered his head, and bit her collarbone! 

luo chenxi could not laugh anymore. 

she shrieked,”mu yichen, you … what are you doing?!” you actually bit me? it hurts!” 

“i’m biting you! you still think you’re pretty smug, don’t you? if i don’t teach you a lesson, i’m afraid you 

won’t even remember the mu family’s rules!” 

luo chenxi’s face blushed at once when she heard the word ‘teach’. 

some indescribable images appeared in his mind. 
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she didn’t know why, but everything she did recently seemed to be wrong. 

mu yichen seized the opportunity to teach her a lesson … 

while she was in a daze for a few seconds, mu yichen had already unbuttoned a few of the buttons on 

her chest. 

luo chenxi felt a chill on her chest. she quickly covered her collar. ” no, mu yichen! we can’t do such a 

thing here! wei wei is still waiting downstairs! if we don’t go down, she … she must think that you … 

you’ve done something terrible to me. she’s going to be so worried!” 

mu yichen scoffed coldly. ” it’s good to let her be anxious. she’s only in high school and she already has a 

boyfriend! when we go back, i still have to settle the score with her!” 

luo chenxi did not expect that mu weiwei’s name would not only fail to save her life, but it would also 

cause her to fall into a trap. 

she could only silently pray for mu weiwei in her heart. 



“even … even if we don’t care about wei wei, we … we can’t stay here for so long, right? and tangtang … 

tangtang, right, tangtang is waiting for us at home!” 

luo chenxi became excited at once when she thought of the little dumpling. 

how could she have forgotten about her little amulet? 

luo chenxi emphasized it a few times. she widened her eyes and looked at mu yichen in anticipation. 

” tangtang is really clingy to me now. besides, i promised tangtang in the morning that i would go home 

earlier tonight … ” 

“do you still remember that you promised tang tang to go home early? then why are you still having a 

fencing competition with him at the ball at ten o ‘clock?” 

” this, this … i already said just now that i saw the wrong time … ” 

“alright, stop quibbling!” 

mu yichen said coldly,”it’s already so late. tang tang must be asleep by now.” no one can save you, so 

you might as well lie down obediently. maybe i can reduce your punishment.” 

she had believed him! 

luo chenxi glared at him! 

history had taught her that the more she lay down, the more miserable she would be. 

the big bad wolf licked its claws and gradually approached the little white rabbit … 

suddenly, a young and tender song was heard. 

“little bunny, be good and open the door! hurry up and open it …” 

luo chenxi’s eyes glowed brightly at once. she said excitedly, ” “tangtang! it’s tangtang! tang tang called! 

i knew it, she must have missed me and hasn’t slept yet!” 

she stood up and was about to reach for her phone. 

however, the moment she moved, the man pressed her down again. 

“don’t take it! let it ring!” 

“but this is tang tang’s phone! what kind of father are you? even our daughter’s phone … wuwu!” 

mu yichen lowered his head and sealed the little woman’s mouth immediately. 

Chapter 556: daddi isn’t at home today, so big sister can sleep with tang tang! 

 

“be good, little rabbit paper …” 

after the children’s song was played, they started from the beginning again. 



it rang three times in a row and it didn’t end. 

it was obvious that the little dumpling was very persistent. 

mu yichen’s body gradually stiffened. he could not help but sit up in the end. 

“f * ck!” 

he couldn’t help but curse! 

this little woman was definitely doing it on purpose. she had given the little dumpling such an exclusive 

ringtone. 

it sounded as if his daughter was watching them from the side, and he couldn’t sleep at all … 
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luo chenxi seized the opportunity when he was retreating to jump off the bed and pick up the phone. 

“big sister, why aren’t you home yet? wuwuwu, tang tang misses you so much that she can’t sleep. 

wuwuwu, come back quickly and tell tang tang a story!” 

as soon as the call was connected, the little dumpling’s pitiful voice came through. 

luo chenxi’s heart was about to melt.’why can’t i sleep? tang tang, are you feeling unwell?” 

“i want big sister to sleep with me! you promised tang tang that you would tell her a story every day …” 

as she listened to the little dumpling’s baby-like voice, luo chenxi seemed to see her chubby little face 

and adorable pouting lips before her eyes. 

“okay okay okay, big sister will come back to accompany you okay? i’ll tell you the story of sleeping 

beauty later!” 

“really?” the little dumpling was pleasantly surprised. 

“it’s true, of course it’s true!” 

“alright, then i’ll wait for big sister to come back! daddi isn’t at home today, so big sister can sleep with 

tang tang!” 

mu yichen’s face darkened as he listened to the conversation between the two of them. 

no wonder the little dumpling was so obedient when he was about to go out today. she even kissed him 

so that her father could have more fun outside. 

he had thought that his daughter had grown up and finally knew how good her father was. 

after all this, it turned out that he was planning on this? 

on the other hand, luo chenxi rushed into the bathroom at once. she was prepared to rush home to 

accompany the little dumpling after she was done with her business. 



she knew that ever since she had switched identities with luo chenxin and disappeared for more than 

ten days, the little dumpling had a psychological shadow and had been particularly clingy to her 

recently. 

she had thought that the little guy had already recovered since he agreed to let her attend the ball 

today. 

in the end, when it was time to sleep, the little guy felt insecure again … 

she came out of the bathroom and rushed to the door. 

it was too late for mu yichen to say anything. 

he could only follow behind her and go downstairs together. 

luo chenxi recalled something when they arrived on the first floor. she turned around and said, ” by the 

way, wei wei might still be in the banquet hall. let’s go pick her up and go back together. ” 

…… 

at the graduation party. 

after mu yichen left, the atmosphere of the ball fell silent for a while before it gradually returned to 

normal. 

the scene that had just happened became the topic of everyone’s conversation. 

although chen xiluo had already left, the topic of conversation still revolved around him. 

“where’s mu weiwei? why didn’t i see her? has she left already?” 

“she didn’t leave. i saw her making a call on the balcony. she’s probably looking for her brother! young 

master mu had taken her boyfriend away. how could she not be anxious? how can you go back alone?” 

“chen xiluo’s performance today was really unexpected! i thought he was just an ordinary male model. i 

didn’t expect him to be so good at fencing. even lu zheqing wasn’t his match!” 

“so what? didn’t you see how ugly young master mu’s expression was when he left? how dare he abduct 

miss mu? he’s definitely done for! he might end up worse than lu zheqing!” 

Chapter 557: of course, she was even more miserable … 

 

it wasn’t just one or two people who had this thought. 

mu weiwei also felt that things were not looking good. 

when she recalled the cold expression on mu yichen’s face earlier, she felt flustered in her heart and 

broke out in cold sweat. 

it could be seen that big brother was really extremely angry! 

under such circumstances, even her second brother could only be cannon fodder, let alone chen xiluo. 



he wondered what his big brother would do to chen xiluo. 

mu weiwei held her phone and called mu yichen a dozen times in succession. however, no one picked 

up. 

“brother must have blocked my number! ‘i’m done for, what should i do now?’ where did he take 

brother hilow?” 

just as mu weiwei was stomping her feet in anxiety, a commotion was heard at the entrance of the 

banquet hall. 
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“eh? young master mu? young master mu is back?” 

“ah, and chen xiluo!” 

” the two of them actually appeared together?! ” 

mu weiwei rushed out from the balcony when she heard the discussion. 

she looked toward the door and saw mu yichen and luo chenxi walking into the room side by side as 

expected. 

even though the expression on mu yichen’s face was still unpleasant, the distance between the two of 

them was very close. it did not seem like they had a big fight. 

for a moment, no one could react. 

mu yichen looked terrifying when he dragged chen xiluo away earlier. 

when they thought of young master mu’s methods of dealing with lu zheqing, everyone would take it for 

granted that chen xiluo would definitely be in a worse state! 

but the result? 

they seemed to be … quite harmonious? 

mu weiwei dashed to luo chenxi impatiently. she grabbed his hand and sized him up from left to right, 

up to down. 

“brother xiluo, you … are you alright? did my brother use violence on you? or did i scold you? you tell 

me!” 

luo chenxi felt the temperature around her drop abruptly. 

he couldn’t help but shiver. 

she quickly retracted her hand. ” i’m fine, weiwei. i’m completely fine! ” 

“but, big brother sillo … don’t be afraid. what did my big brother do to you? even if i can’t do anything to 

my brother, i can still ask my mother to seek justice!” 



mu weiwei was certain that luo chenxi had been intimidated by her brother, so she encouraged her with 

all her might. 

luo chenxi wiped the cold sweat on her forehead and quickly interrupted her. 

“i’m fine, i’m really fine! you know, i’ve known your brother for a long time, and we only went to talk 

about life for a while. it’s definitely not what you think!” 

if he allowed mu weiwei to continue, this little girl would really be done for. 

of course, she was even more miserable … 

mu weiwei took another glance at mu yichen. she shuddered from the cold air exuding from his body. 

however, mu yichen did not show any signs of losing his temper … 

at this moment, mayor yu walked towards them. 

“young master mu, why did you come back? you left in a hurry just now. i wanted you to say a few 

words of blessing to these students!” 

mu yichen nodded in acknowledgment. ” mayor yu, you’re too polite. i’m not yin yan’s teacher, so it’s 

not appropriate for me to give a speech on this occasion. i think it’s better to forget it. ” 

it was not mayor yu’s place to force him. in order to alleviate the awkwardness, he shifted his gaze to 

luo chenxi. 

“hehe, this must be young master chen? they had met once at the last auction. i didn’t expect you to 

know young master mu too? you two are …” 

he had the intention to sound out the relationship between luo chenxi and mu weiwei. 

mu yichen darted him a look. he was well aware of his purpose. he spoke in a low voice, ” mr. chen is … ” 

Chapter 558: her brother … must have taken the wrong medicine today? 

 

hearing his voice, everyone present perked up their ears. 

he wondered how young master mu would deal with this male model who dared to abduct his 

underaged sister. 

he might even humiliate him in front of the mayor and then kick him out! 

at the thought of this, the boys who were secretly jealous of chen xiluo became excited again. 

mu yichen started, but he suddenly paused and did not continue. 

luo chenxi’s heart was in her throat. 

she widened her eyes and glared at mu yichen fiercely. her eyes were filled with warning. 

this man … wouldn’t expose her identity just because he was jealous, right? 



if that was the case, she would not let him off! 
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mu yichen squinted his eyes. his gaze swept across her tensed face and he snorted coldly to himself. 

” mr. chen is a friend of the mu family. not only my sister, but even my parents like him. ” 

as soon as these words came out, the banquet hall was in an uproar. 

no one had expected young master mu to say this! 

even young master mu’s parents liked chen xiluo … 

was there any support that was more powerful than this? 

this meant that chen xiluo was no longer just mu weiwei’s boyfriend. there was a great hope that he 

could take things further with miss mu! 

in the eyes of those who did not know the inside story, his words were equivalent to acknowledging luo 

chenxi’s identity as her future brother-in-law! 

mu weiwei was stunned by mu yichen’s words. 

her brother … must have taken the wrong medicine today? 

he knew that she had secretly gotten herself a boyfriend, but not only did he not beat chen xiluo up, he 

even cooperated with them … 

could it be that chen xiluo had already told her big brother the truth? 

however, even so, her big brother was not usually such a kind person. 

luo chenxi had an awkward and impolite smile on her face. 

he vomited blood in his heart. 

she was the only one who understood the true meaning hidden in mu yichen’s words. 

this man … was taking advantage of this opportunity to declare his sovereignty! 

he wanted to tell everyone that she … was his! 

isn’t this too jealous? 

the corners of luo chenxi’s lips twitched in slight dissatisfaction. however, she immediately shut her 

mouth when she noticed young master mu’s gaze sweeping toward her. 

forget it, forget it. 

as long as he didn’t expose her in men’s clothing, she would let him say whatever he wanted … 

mayor yu, like everyone else, was shocked. he took a long time to react. ” i … i see! it turned out that 

young master mu and young master chen had such a relationship. this … this was really a great thing! i’ll 

congratulate miss mu and mr. chen right now …” 



luo chenxi was at a complete loss for words. 

“haha, mayor yu, it’s too early to say that …” he laughed dryly. 

mayor yu shook his head repeatedly. ” it’s not early! mr. chen, i knew you weren’t an ordinary person 

with your outstanding appearance and temperament! no wonder even young master mu has such a 

good relationship with you!” 

the mu family’s background was not as simple as ordinary merchants. 

young master mu was the target that mayor yu had been trying to please. 

mayor yu’s attitude toward chen xiluo immediately changed when he heard that chen xiluo had been 

recognized by the mu family and young master mu. 

they even started to flatter him. 

the corners of luo chenxi’s lips twitched violently upon hearing such a mushy compliment. she was at a 

loss for words. 

“that’s right!” mayor yu suddenly slapped his thigh 

Chapter 559: she even dared to exchange wechat messages with another man in front of him? 

 

“mr. chen, didn’t the butterfly brooch you donated at the charity party sell for a sky-high price of 100 

million yuan? the charity fund was used to help the children in the mountains who could not afford to 

go to school. the children who received the help even sent pennants and thank-you letters!” 

“i wanted to pass this message to you last time, but i didn’t have your contact information. this is just 

the right time to say thank you. let’s add each other on wechat …” 

mayor yu was very sociable, so he tried to get close to luo chenxi in a natural manner. 

luo chenxi could not reject him out of courtesy, so she had no choice but to take out her phone. 

she had lost her original phone and had gotten a new one. 

since she needed to disguise her identity now, she simply applied for a new mobile phone number and 

wechat account, using two numbers at the same time. 

however, mu yichen grabbed her arm as soon as she opened the lock screen. 

“we have something urgent to attend to, so we have to leave now. if there’s anything you need, just 

contact me. ” 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. ” ah? ” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

is there a need to be in such a hurry? adding each other on wechat only took a minute! 

mu yichen glared at her fiercely. he grabbed her hand and walked out. 



this little woman was really bold now! 

she even dared to exchange wechat messages with another man in front of him! 

luo chenxi could not resist as she was being dragged away by him. she had no choice but to turn around 

and call out to mu weiwei, ” weiwei, let’s go. i’ll drive you home … ” 

mu yichen’s expression turned even darker upon hearing this. 

did she really think she was a man? 

upon seeing this, mu weiwei quickly lifted the hem of her dress and followed behind the two of them. 

“big brother, big brother xiluo, don’t go so fast …” 

she was wearing high heels, so she couldn’t walk fast at all. 

however, young master mu didn’t seem to notice that his sister was chasing after him, and his footsteps 

were getting faster and faster. 

even luo chenxi could not keep up with him as she jogged. 

the three of them quickly disappeared from the door. 

almost at the same time, the silence in the banquet hall was broken again. 

“what the … did i hear it wrong? a 100 million butterfly brooch! what kind of brooch is worth a hundred 

million?” 

“young master chen actually donated such an expensive brooch so casually! this … just how rich was this 

person? it’s too scary!” 

“who said that young master chen is just an ordinary male model? who said young master chen is a toad 

lusting after a swan’s meat when he’s pursuing miss mu?” 

” no wonder lu zheqing fell into young master chen’s hands. he really deserved it! ” 

…… 

at the club’s parking lot. 

mu yichen pulled luo chenxi along and strode toward the front of his car. 

luo chenxi jogged while she said, ” “mu yichen, let go of me for a moment! i have to send wei wei 

home.” 

mu yichen stopped in his tracks. he turned around and glared at her. 

“with me as your brother here, do i need you to send me off?” 

luo chenxi said,’then … how can that be the same? i’m the one who picked wei wei up today, so i have to 

send her back, right? otherwise, what would it look like? she would definitely feel that something was 

wrong! besides, you can’t just park your expensive sports car outside for the night, right? i’ll drive it back 

for you, isn’t that good?” 



mu yichen did not think much of it. “do i need you to drive me? zhuo feng’s here, tell him to drive the 

car back!” 

luo chenxi choked. 

‘mu yichen actually called his special assistant over. did that mean that he’s already decided not to let 

me drive?’ 

she did not know what he was worried about. 

she was clearly very good at driving. 

mu weiwei’s eyes lit up when she saw her driving! 

Chapter 560: this man changed his personality in a minute? 

 

just then, mu weiwei caught up to him. 

she ran so fast that she was out of breath. ” brother … brother hilo … you guys … you guys left too 

quickly! wait for me!” 

when she saw mu weiwei, luo chenxi suddenly exerted force and flung mu yichen’s hand away. 

“wei wei, how are you? don’t run, or you might sprain your ankle. come, i’ll send you home!” 

mu weiwei blushed immediately when she saw her. ” brother xiluo, t-thank you … ” 

luo chenxi completely ignored mu yichen’s unpleasant expression. she brought mu weiwei along and 

walked toward the spot where she had parked her cadillac. 

mu weiwei followed behind her. 

luo chenxi felt that something was amiss after taking a few steps. 

she thought that mu yichen would jump out to stop her immediately. she even thought about how she 

was going to fight back in advance! 

boxn ov el. c o m 

however, in fact, young master mu didn’t say a word. 

he simply watched her and mu weiwei leave. 

what was going on? 

this man had changed in a minute? 

luo chenxi’s expression darkened at once when the two of them walked to the front of the cadillac. 

she finally understood why mu yichen was so fearless. 

he actually … had his men puncture the four tires of the cadillac! 



in this case, even if she had great ability, she could forget about driving this car out! 

luo chenxi was so angry that she almost laughed. 

as expected of the evil rich man! 

changing a tire of this car would cost hundreds of thousands of yuan. if all four tires were punctured, a 

million yuan would be gone in minutes. 

just to stop her from sending mu weiwei home? 

“mr. chen, what happened to your car? it’s really unfortunate.” 

mu yichen walked over in a timely manner and spoke with a faint smile. 

luo chenxi took a deep breath. ” yeah, it’s too unfortunate! my tire must have been punctured by some 

little thief!” 

mu yichen’s expression stiffened. he gritted his teeth. 

this stupid woman actually called him a little thief! 

“hehe, to be able to enter this private club, this little thief is quite powerful. however, you won’t be able 

to go home, right? i’ll send you. i’ll leave the matter of repairing the tires to my special assistant.” 

mu yichen finally revealed his true purpose. 

with a smug look in his eyes, he cast a sidelong glance at the little woman. 

if it were not for mu weiwei’s presence, luo chenxi would have kicked her! 

she pursed her lips and did not agree immediately. 

however, mu weiwei did not notice the undercurrent between the two of them at all. 

he immediately nodded, ” okay, big brother! it would be great if you could send us home! brother xiluo, 

let’s take my brother’s car! special assistant zhuo is very reliable, he’ll definitely fix your beloved car.” 

at this point, luo chenxi had no reason to reject him anymore. 

she could only suppress her anger and got into mu yichen’s car. 

after the car had driven for some distance, mu weiwei realized that something was amiss. ” brother, this 

doesn’t seem to be the direction to go home? ” 

mu yichen was driving without looking sideways. he answered casually, ” mom was at my apartment 

today. she said that she hasn’t seen you for a few days and missed you a lot. she asked me to bring you 

over. ” 

of course, the more important reason was that he felt that he could not allow mu weiwei to be with luo 

chenxin all the time. 

otherwise, he might be used again. 

therefore, after discussing with tan yueru yesterday, they decided to send mu weiwei to her place. 



mu weiwei was stunned for a moment. but, brother, wouldn’t sister-in-law be the only one at home? 

brother, what’s wrong with you? you haven’t been home for the past few days, sister-in-law missed you 

so much!” 

 


